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In order to investigate the ablation of a solid hydrogen pellet, which is injected into a
high-temperature plasma with high speed ��1 km/s� for the plasma refueling, a three-dimensional
observation system using a fast camera has been developed. A stereo method has been employed to
obtain the three-dimensional information of the pellet ablation. A pair of the stereo images, which
have been taken from different locations, has been focused onto a single fast camera by using a
bifurcated fiber scope to ensure the simultaneity of both images. The projection matrix, which is
used for stereo reconstruction, is calibrated by taking images of a model plane of known coordinates
from the actual camera positions. The measuring error of the stereo observation is within 2% in the
depth direction. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2093770�

I. INTRODUCTION

Pellet injection has a potential for high-efficiency fueling
in a magnetically confined high-temperature plasma since it
can supply the hydrogen directly to the core plasma. Pellet
injection, therefore, is one of the promising candidates for
plasma refueling in a future fusion reactor. In fact, pellet
injection has extended the operational regime to higher den-
sities while maintaining favorable confinement properties.1,2

On the other hand, obvious degradation of the fueling effi-
ciency is observed in high-temperature plasmas under high-
power heating conditions.3 The fact that the pellet mass-
deposition profile is skewed toward the edge when compared
to the measured pellet penetration depth2,4 and the pellet ab-
latant promptly drifts towards the low-magnetic-field
direction,5,6 have been confirmed in several experiments.
These phenomena suggest that the behavior of the pellet ab-
latant can be a critical issue in considering the fueling effi-
ciency. In order to optimize the pellet fueling based on an
understanding of the mechanism, it is important to investi-
gate the pellet ablation and subsequent drift of the ablatant.
For this purpose, three-dimensional observation with a high
sampling rate is needed since the pellet ablation related phe-
nomena are relatively short �typically less than 10−3 s� and
the spatial structure of the pellet ablatant changes continu-
ously while moving, which is caused by interaction with the
plasma and the confining magnetic field in addition to the
initial injection inertia. In particular, a three-dimensional ob-
servation is needed in the case of helical systems such as the
large helical device �LHD�, because the interaction between
the pellet ablatant and the magnetic field is complicated due
to the three-dimensional characteristic of the confining mag-
netic field.7 Many pellet ablation studies have been made;
however, a fast and accurate three-dimensional measurement
has not been established yet.

If there is no limitation on observation positions, a three-

dimensional tomographic reconstruction8 is a powerful
method for obtaining three-dimensional information; how-
ever, the observation positions and their available numbers
are considerably restricted in plasma experiment devices. In
this study, therefore, we have employed stereoscopic mea-
surement, which uses only a pair of observation points, to get
three-dimensional information from two-dimensional obser-
vations. The stereoscopic analysis is a method to estimate the
three-dimensional information from the discrepancy of two
�multiple� images, which are taken from different locations.
The camera calibration has been carried out to minimize the
error due to lens distortion, image digitalization, etc.

II. DIAGNOSTIC SYSTEM

A. Stereoscopic analysis principle

A three-dimensional spatial point, which is denoted by
M= �X ,Y ,Z�T, should be projected to a two-dimensional im-
age point, which is denoted by m= �u ,v�T, on an image. As-
suming a pinhole camera model, the relationship between M
and m is given by

a�Electronic mail: sakamoto@LHD.nifs.ac.jp FIG. 1. Measurement principle of the stereo observation.
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sm̃ = PM̃ , �1�

where s is an arbitrary scale factor and P is a projection
matrix. The projection matrix is composed of extrinsic pa-
rameters �R , t�, which relate the three-dimensional coordi-
nate system and the two-dimensional image coordinate sys-
tem with a rotational matrix R and a translational vector t,
and an intrinsic parameter A, which consists of the geometric
and optical characteristics of the camera. Namely, the projec-
tion matrix is given by

P = A�R,t� = � fku − fku cot � u0

0 fkv/sin � v0

0 0 1
��R11 R12 R13 tX

R21 R22 R23 tY

R31 R32 R33 tZ
�

= �P11 P12 P13 P14

P21 P22 P23 P24

P31 P32 P33 P34
� ,

where f is the focal length, ku and kv are scale factors in the
image u and v axes, �u0 ,v0� are the coordinates of the prin-
cipal point, and � is the angle of the two image axes. If two
cameras, which are located at different positions as shown in
Fig. 1, are employed, the three-dimensional point M is pro-
jected to each image coordinate m ,m� by the projection ma-
trix for each camera P ,P�, and the following expression is

derived from the sm̃=PM̃ and s�m̃�=P�M̃:

�
P14 − uP34

P24 − vP34

P14� − u�P34�

P24� − v�P34�
� = �

uP31 − P11 uP32 − P12 uP33 − P13

vP31 − P21 vP32 − P22 vP33 − P23

u�P31� − P11� u�P32� − P12� u�P33� − P13�

v�P31� − P21� v�P32� − P22� v�P33� − P23�
�

��X

Y

Z
� . �2�

If the projection matrices are known, the coordinates of the
spatial points are obtained from the corresponding coordi-
nates of each image. Because the spatial point M and the
image points m ,m� should exist in the same plane �epipolar
plane�, if a certain point in one image is given, the corre-
sponding point in the other image is confined to the epipolar

line, which is the intersection line of the image plane and the
epipolar plane. In order to make it easy to search the corre-
sponding points, a pair of stereo images are rectified by ho-
mography matrices to virtually parallel stereo images in
which the line of sights are parallel and epipolar lines are
parallel with the horizontal axis.

B. Experimental setup

Figure 2 shows a horizontally elongated poloidal cross
section of the LHD,9 which is the world’s largest helical
magnetic plasma-confinement device with a major radius of
3.9 m and an average minor radius of 0.6 m. The pellet
injection location is on the midplane from the outboard side
as shown by the arrow. The motion of the pellet ablation
emission is observed from two positions, namely, above and
below the injection port as shown by the dashed lines. The
observation positions are separated by 1240 mm and the
angle between two lines of sight is 18°.

Because the lifetime of the pellet in a high-temperature
plasma is within a couple of 10−3 s in most cases, a fast
camera �Vision Research, Inc. Phantom v7�, which is
equipped with a 12 bit self-resetting complementary metal-
oxide semiconductor �SR-CMOS� sensor, has been employed
to observe the temporal behavior. The frame rate of the cam-
era is 20 kHz for 464�192 pixels and the exposure time is
2–48 �s. A pair of the stereo images, which are taken from
different locations, has been focused onto the single fast
camera’s focal plane array of SR-CMOS sensors by using a
bifurcated fiber scope to ensure the simultaneity of both im-
ages. Figure 3�a� shows the bifurcated fiber scope, which
consists of a pair of 50 000 element quartz fiber scopes with
a stainless-steel flexible protective tube. The overall length is
15 m and the bifurcated portions are about 5 m in length.
Each bifurcated end has an objective lens, which has a field
of view of 15°. The bundled end has an imaging lens, which
can project a pair of images onto the imaging sensor as
shown Fig. 3�b�, with the lens mounted to the camera.

C. Camera calibration

The projection matrix is estimated by taking images of a
model plane of known coordinates from the actual camera

FIG. 2. Pellet injection location and the stereo observa-
tion points on LHD. The Z axis is defined as the pellet
injection direction and its coordinate value is indicated
in meters. A pellet enters the plasma at Z=2.6 m.
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positions. Here we take the origin of the spatial coordinates
as the midpoint between the observation points, and the Z
axis is defined as the pellet injection direction as shown in
Fig. 2.

The following relations are derived from Eq. �1� by sub-
stituting the three-dimensional coordinates of a spatial point
�Xi ,Yi ,Zi� and the two-dimensional coordinates of the pro-
jected image point �ui ,vi�:

�XiP11 + YiP12 + ZiP13 + P14 − uiXiP31 − uiYiP32 − uiZiP33 − uiP34 = 0,

XiP21 + YiP22 + ZiP23 + P24 − viXiP31 − viYiP32 − viZiP33 − viP34 = 0.
	 �3�

Since the projection matrices have 12 elements, at least six pairs of the points are required to estimate the projection matrix.
If we have n pairs of the points, by stacking n such equations as in Eq. �3� we get

Ap = 0 , �4�

with

A = �
X1 Y1 Z1 1 0 0 0 0 − u1X1 − u1Y1 − u1Z1 u1

0 0 0 0 X1 Y1 Z1 1 − v1X1 − v1Y1 − v1Z1 v1


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Xn Yn Zn 1 0 0 0 0 − unXn − unYn − unZn un

0 0 0 0 Xn Yn Zn 1 − vnXn − vnYn − vnZn vn

� ,

p = �P11,P12,P13,P14,P21,P22,P23,P24,P31,P32,P33,P34�T.

The solution of Eq. �4� is given as the eigenvector of ATA
associated with the smallest eigenvalue.

The model plane contains a 6�6 regular-interval dot
pattern, so there are 36 points. The interval of the dots is 50
mm. The central nominal vector of the model plane is set
parallel to the Z axis and the distance from the origin is
changed in 50 mm interval in the range of 2.3–3.0 m. There-
fore a total of 36�14=504 spatial points were used for the
estimation of the projection matrix.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION

A. Measuring accuracy

The accuracy of the stereoscopic measurement is exam-
ined with the model plane, which was used in the camera
calibration. Figure 4 shows the measuring accuracy of the Z
axis, namely, the depth direction. The horizontal axis and
vertical axis indicate the actual Z value of the model plane
and the stereo-reconstructed Z value, respectively. The
stereo-reconstructed Z value shows good agreement with the
actual Z value within the range of the error. The thick error
bars indicate the maximum and minimum stereo-

reconstructed Z value for a model plane, which is put at Z.
The Z error is about ±30 mm, that is, ±2% for the Z coordi-
nate as shown by thin alternate long and short dash lines. The
thin error bars indicate the range of scatter in the reconstruc-
tion when the stereo matching has a ±3 pixel error. Figure 5

FIG. 4. Stereo-reconstructed Z coordinate value actual position of the model
plane. Thin alternate long and short dash lines indicate ±2% error.

FIG. 3. Schematic drawing of �a� the bifurcated fiber scope and �b� its imaging area on the sensor of the fast camera. Measurements are given in mm.
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shows the measuring accuracy of the X-Y plane. The cross
symbol indicates actual points of the 6�6 regular-interval
dot pattern. The stereo-reconstructed points are indicated by
the closed circles with error bars. Several stereo-
reconstructed points deviate from the actual points, but the
error is sufficiently small, i.e., the maximum error in the X
and Y directions is 10 and 5 mm, respectively. It is confirmed
that the stereo reconstruction provides a good estimation of
the spatial coordinates with linearity.

B. Observation of the pellet ablatant

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of this measure-
ment, the ablation behavior of a pellet, which is injected into
the LHD plasmas, has been analyzed. Figure 6 shows the
temporal change of the pellet ablation light intensity, which
is measured by a photodiode with a H� filter. Assuming that
the initial pellet velocity is maintained during the ablation,
the pellet position can be predicted as a broken line in Fig. 6.
The stereo observation has been carried out with a sampling
rate of 20 000 images per second and an exposure time of
4 �s. In this experiment, the lifetime of the pellet is rela-

tively long ��3 ms� because of the low-temperature target
plasma �Te=0.7 keV� and about 70 pairs of stereo images are
obtained during the ablation. Figure 7�a� shows the stereo
pair of the typical pellet ablatant. An epipolar line is parallel
to the horizontal axis in both images. The emission intensity
distribution along the epipolar lines is shown in Fig. 7�b�.
Stereo matching has been carried out by a feature-based
stereo-matching procedure, i.e., the corresponding points in
each image are defined by the brightest points along the epi-
polar lines. The pellet position, which is measured by the
stereo observation, is plotted in Fig. 6 by open circles. The
pellet position, which is reconstructed by stereo analysis,
showed good agreement with the predicted pellet position. In
other words, it has been confirmed by this method that the
initial velocity of the pellet is maintained during ablation in a
hot plasma. At the same time, we can observe the structure of
the ablating pellet on the X-Y plane using the images.

We developed the ability to obtain three-dimensional in-
formation of the obvious corresponding points such as emis-
sion peak. With respect to the subjects for further study, a
full three-dimensional reconstruction using an area-based
stereo-matching procedure is required to perform a more de-
tailed observation. In addition, multipoint simultaneous ob-
servation is also useful for reducing the blind spot and per-
forming stable stereo analysis.
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FIG. 5. Stereo-reconstructed accuracy in the X-Y plane. The cross symbol
indicates actual points on the model plane. The closed circles indicate the
average of the X-Y data in the different Z coordinates.

FIG. 6. Temporal change of the predicted and stereo-reconstructed pellet
position and H� intensity.

FIG. 7. �a� Typical stereo pair of the ablating pellet and �b� the emission
intensity distribution along the epipolar lines.
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